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Across

3. [soar, sore] We watched the 

hawks [...] above us.

6. [stationary, stationery] A [...] 

bike stays in place while you pedal 

it.

10. [road, rode, rowed] I [...] my 

bike to the pond.

11. [sew, so, sow] Ella saves her 

allowance [...] she can buy fabric 

and patterns.

12. [sit, set] I need you to help me 

[...] the chairs up first.

13. [son, sun] The [...] is the source 

of the Earth's energy.

18. [sew, so, sow] Ella loves to [...] 

her own clothes.

19. [sea, see] A [...] is a body of 

salty water.

21. [seen, scene] That movie has a 

great chase [...].

22. [some, sum] I have [...] math 

problems to do.

Down

1. [stationary, stationery] Wu 

designs his own [...] (paper) on the 

computer.

2. [soar, sore] Our feet and legs 

were [...] after the long hike.

4. [sit, set] May I [...] on one of 

those folding chairs?

5. [road, rode, rowed] My house is 

one block from the main [...].

7. [seam, seem] The [...] in my 

jacket is ripped.

8. [road, rode, rowed] Then I [...] 

the boat to my favorite fishing spot.

9. [sea, see] I [...] a tall ship on 

the horizon.

14. [some, sum] What is the [...] of 

58 + 17?

15. [son, sun] Joe Jackson is the 

[...] of Kate Jackson.

16. [sew, so, sow] I'd rather [...] 

seeds and watch my garden grow.

17. [seen, scene] Have you [...] the 

movie yet?

20. [seam, seem] I [...] to always 

catch my sleeve on the door handle.


